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Abstract. In this paper, we attempt to lay out a new area for ubimus, which
not only connects with a number of existing interests within the field, but forges
new possibilities for collaboration with other disciplines. We explore the idea
of ubimus archaeology from four separate but overlapping perspectives: music
software, creative resources, creative models, and creative ecosystems. Follow-
ing a widely-laid out characterisation of these areas, we provide a practical
exploration of music software archaeology. This is focused on the rescuing of
three classic music programming systems: MUSIC V, CMUSIC, and MIT-EMS
Csound.

Ubimus deals with musical material resources, activities and by-products. One
of the targets of the field is the advancement of design thinking, avoiding the pitfalls of
fixation on design approaches restricted to an isolated piece of hardware, an instrument,
a musical genre or to the constraints implied by some practices constructed around each
of those items. An important aspect of ubimus research is the collection of data through
field deployments of working prototypes or systems. While this is non-trivial for current
technology, it is even more difficult for legacy technology. Problems include lack of ac-
cess to hardware, lack of support for software, deficient documentation, limited practical
usage and limited understanding of the social implications of music practices in contexts
that in some cases are incompatible with current forms of music thinking.

1. Music Software Archaeology
Is ubimus archaeology a branch of archaeology, music or computer science? If we follow
Roe’s [Roe 2019] reasoning, what defines the target of archaeological work is its material
of study. As it is the case in music, all the archeological work done today at some point
involves computers. So why would you call a field computational archaeology rather than
plain archaeology? According to Roe, the object of study of the computational archae-
ologist is the computer program. Nevertheless, he stresses the difference between the
ultimate targets of archaeology and the goals of computer science. Archaeologists use
material evidence to make inferences about the past. In contrast, software archaeologists
acting within the realm of computer science are mostly interested in the inner workings
of software.
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Despite the apparent differences, the description of software archaeology provided
by Hunt and Thomas [Hunt and Thomas 2002] and the later developments of the field
make it clear that understanding the context and motivations of technological design deci-
sions may help to expand the software-oriented archaeological knowledge. If considered
as a subfield of the digital humanities, software development is not only shaped by util-
itarian (aka objective) goals, it is also influenced by cultural and ideological trends that
may impact key design decisions. For instance, should an implementation project target
open-software tools and open licences? Should it target high portability or should it pri-
oritise ease of use? How is personal data handled? At a time of unrestricted corporate
usage of personal data, these decisions have profound consequences. Therefore, software
archaeology also needs to engage with the context for which the computational tools were
projected.

An aspect of the archaeological field underlined by Roe has a strong resem-
blance with musical research trends. Roe mentions that “analytic computational archaeol-
ogy makes inductive inferences from data, whilst generative computational archaeology
makes deductive inferences from simulation”. Analytical musical approaches tend to deal
with the musical products after the creative act (but see also the exploratory approaches
described below), while the music-compositional perspectives tend to involve generative
techniques. The forward-looking strategies serve to prepare the terrain for the deployment
of new technologies. And the backward-looking techniques help to evaluate the mismatch
between the models and the collected data.

Thus, computational archaeology is firmly grounded within the digital humanities
and shares some characteristics with music computing. Although the initial proposals of a
software-archaeology practice could be construed as having utilitarian objectives that are
mostly applicable to software-reconstruction tasks, by placing this proposal as a digital-
humanities initiative the contextual aspects are highlighted. Software archaeology not
only needs to engage with computer code, it also needs to take into account the culture
in which the code was produced. The design decisions (materialised as software) re-
flect multiple negotiations among the stakeholders with contextual factors that lie beyond
simple, immediate or utilitarian purposes. These factors point to ethics, aesthetics and
cultural forces that constrain and shape computing.

Having set ubimus-oriented software archaeology within the context of the digi-
tal humanities, let us now deal with the potential targets of this new field. Our proposal
gathers previous work in diverse contexts of musical research, including computation-
ally oriented musical analysis, applications of prototyping and DIY design, and recent
developments in ubimus theory and practice. We focus on three targets: the design and
deployment of archaeological ubimus resources, the adoption of generative models as ar-
chaeological targets and the reconstruction and documentation of creative ecosystems that
bring to life specimens of a lost musical past.

2. Archaeology of Creative Resources

There have been various proposals to apply computational strategies to recover traces of
music making. Their methods, targets and implications for replicable music research are
diverse and sometimes incompatible. Musicological approaches traditionally engage with
aspects of a single musical work. This perspective has been applied in the reconstruction
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of part of the 20th-century electroacoustic repertoire, including pieces such as Articu-
lations (Ligeti 1967), Cartridge Music (Cage 1950), the ST/10 series (Xenakis 1962),
Songes (Risset 1979) and many others. Despite its relevance as a working unit, the mu-
sical work cannot be adopted as the only target of ubimus-archaeological pursuits. Some
forms of music making establish clear temporal and spatial boundaries to define musi-
cal experiences, but others do not. Ubimus methods strive to be genre-agnostic, i.e., the
concepts and methods attempt to engage a wide range of musical practices. Given the
diversity of artistic formats, settings and stakeholders encompassed by ubimus practices,
other working units beyond the artwork need to be considered.

An alternative to the artwork as a target for archaeological excavations can be built
around the notion of creative resource. This concept was introduced in ubimus practices
to avoid the corset of the instrument as the exclusive tool for music making. Resources
encompass found sounds, images, audiovisual renditions or distributed hardware that may
be accessible either synchronously or asynchronously. Several characteristics of the cre-
ative resource set it apart from the acoustic instrument. Resources may be persistent or
volatile [Keller 2014]. This means they can be created, shared or discarded during the
activity, as it is the case in the ubimus practice of live patching [Messina et al. 2020] or
in the web-based improvisations that use distributed sonic resources [Yi and Letz 2020]
[Stolfi et al. 2019]. They can also be designed and deployed as reusable infrastructure,
remotely accessible for community usage [Zawacki and Johann 2014]. Its persistence or
volatility defines the temporal and the spatial boundaries of the creative resource, which
may or may not conform to the model of synchronous, co-located music making.

Oliver’s Silent Drum [Oliver 2016] provides an example of a single creative re-
source deployable within multiple artistic contexts. According to Oliver and Jenkins
[Oliver and Jenkins 2008], in contrast to the acoustic drums, the Silent Drum Controller
does nor emit audible sounds when struck. The prototype captures gestures to trig-
ger sounds or to store the parameters for future usage. It supports up to 22 simulta-
neous data streams. Feature extraction is applied on continuous gestures to obtain dis-
crete events. Apparently, this prototype fits the description of an enhanced, augmented,
smart or hyper instrument as laid out by Machover and collaborators in the late 1980s
[Machover and Chung 1989]. However, the deployments reported by Oliver hint that ‘in-
strument’ is not an appropriate label for its actual usage.

Oliver mentions seven artistic contexts in which the Silent Drum design was reap-
propriated. The ensemble Qubit replicated the prototype and composed a work for guitar,
saxophone and Silent Drum. Students at the University of Lethbridge and the Texan
Christian University composed scores for the Silent Drum Controller. Thai pop musician
Panlertkitsakul modified the Silent-Drum design by adding elastic heads to two opposite
faces of a cube-shaped box, thus calling it The Box. This prototype is played like an
accordion and it is connected to a larger setup targeting techno-oriented performances.
Collaborating with the Associação Recreativa Carnavalesca Afoxé Alafin Oyó, Ricardo
Brazileiro modified the traditional Afro-Brazilian drum Ilú by reusing the tracking hard-
ware and software of the Silent Drum Controller. Rather than dealing with fine motor
articulation of hands and fingers, the performance artist Van der Woude’s Veerkracht (Re-
silience) project targeted the modification of the Silent Drum prototype to play ‘inside’
the drum. This dance project engages the movements of the performer as a triggering
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mechanism. Colombian musician Daniel Gómez’s Yemas discards the body of the drum
and simply stretches a fabric between two tables to represent the playing surface of the
Silent Drum. The three dimensions of the hand movements are captured through a Kinect
device.

The seven deployments described by Oliver highlight the flexibility of this interac-
tion proposal, affording changes in functionality, shape and sonic qualities. He states that
“as we move towards more fluid and participatory mechanisms of exchange, computer
music instruments and, by default, music point to the consolidation of a global culture
of appropriation and transformation that transcends the constructed boundaries of West-
ern music and its instruments.” We take the notion of a global culture with a grain of
salt. The circulation of knowledge, particularly when it relates to technology, is neither
evenly nor fairly spread among the central and the peripheral countries. This gap is also
enforced by the cultural hegemony exerted by the large urban centres over the remote
and ‘exotic’ locations within the countries. Thus, while erasing the artificial boundaries
imposed by the acoustic-instrumental music discourse is a beneficial consequence of the
ubimus archaeological initiatives, a complementary target – strongly skewing globali-
sation – entails enhancing the local cultural identities and fostering the coexistence of
diverse cultural ecosystems. Given that degraded sonic materials circulate in some vir-
tual communities and that they may have negative impacts on all forms of music making
[Huron 2008, Truax 2015], tracking how the introduction of technology influences the
level of resilience of the local cultures seems to be a pressing need before we reach a
point of no return.

3. Archaeology of Creative Models
Creative resources adopted as archaeological targets may help to analyse the impact of
a piece of technology on music making or may be used to compare deployments of tan-
gible and intangible assets in various contexts – as exemplified by Oliver. Creative re-
sources are useful units of study. But when the target is a complete musical outcome
they may fall short. A complementary concept introduced by ubimus research is the re-
lational property [Keller et al. 2015]. Relational properties emerge from usage and are
usually observed through their byproducts. They are not properties of an object or prop-
erties of an agent. An advantage of targeting relational properties as complements to
isolated resources is that they provide information in action. For archaeological pur-
poses, this information may be inferred through the analysis of the sonic outcomes of
the activity or it may be partially captured through visual, haptic and other streams of
data. These techniques furnish insights into patterns of behaviours fostered or deterred
by creative support systems. Therefore, they may also be useful as music-analytical tools
[Keller and Ferneyhough 2004, Marsden 2012].

Analysis by modeling involves the reinstantiation of an algorithm by means of
the archaeological traces left by its usage. These traces include but are not limited to
source code, musical data, sonic renderings and various forms of documentation of the
creative processes. Keller and Ferneyhough (2004) propose analysis by modeling for
works that present widely varying results for each sonic realization of invariant underly-
ing processes. This is the case in Xenakis’s algorithmic music. Their approach allows to
explore the parameter space of the model and the parametric combinations and interac-
tions among models. The range of possible outcomes provides a qualitative picture of the
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underlying processes. Since the published score is only a particular instance of the algo-
rithmic mechanisms, a database of parametric combinations may be more informative for
analytical purposes than the final rendition presented by the composer.

Xenakis employed his ST (Stochastic Music) program to compose a number of
works, including ST/10-1 080262. The program was coded by M. F. Génuys and M. J.
Barraud in FORTRAN IV on an IBM 7090 [Xenakis 1992, 145-152]. Xenakis utilized
ST to generate data in text format. Then proceeded to transcribe the output to musical no-
tation. ST provided a list of parameters such as attack time, instrument class, instrument
(i.e., the selection of instruments within a given class and the playing technique), pitch,
duration, dynamics and glissandi. Based on this information and on the transcriptions
featured in the score, Keller and Ferneyhough were able to implement a temporal quan-
tization model and a timbre distribution model to emulate a range of behaviours found
in the piece. Two perceptual processes play an important role in auditory processing of
sound textures: sequential and simultaneous stream segregation. The results indicate that
grain density and timbre-based auditory streaming define whether fused granular streams
could be created with the instrumental palette employed by Xenakis in ST/10. The au-
thors raise the question of whether fused textures could have been obtained by employing
slightly higher densities of events and a carefully designed timbral distribution.

Archaeologically recovered models feature some advantages over restored re-
sources. As shown by the ST/10 exploration, through the remnants of historical deploy-
ments the output of a working prototype may be compared with the available data. This
technique is aligned with the concept of scientific replicability. Consequently, the usual
tools for validation can be employed. Nevertheless, a note of caution is necessary. There
is an ongoing discussion in the ubimus community regarding the limits and relevance
of replicability in creative practice. As highlighted by ecologically grounded creative
practices [Keller 2000, Keller and Lazzarini 2017], the exact replication of a sonic output
tends to reduce the creative potential of the method. So some level of uncertainty may help
to boost creativity (see [Aliel et al. 2018] for applications of this perspective in comprovi-
sation). Another feature of sonic models is their potential to update their behaviour, given
environmental changes. For instance, some parametric updates may be tied to subjective
choices or they may incorporate the computational analysis of the available resources,
thus opening the door to the usage of automated methods that do not depend on human de-
cisions (see [Sinclair 2018] for an implementation, and [Coelho de Souza and Faria 2013]
for a creativity-oriented discussion of its usage).

4. Archaeology of Creative Ecosystems
Excavations of creative resources range from fairly straightforward cases, when they in-
volve persistent objects (comparable to the bones recovered by zooarchaeologists), to
more difficult cases, when they target volatile resources. Volatile resources may become
tangible and shareable through various means, including capture, transcription and ren-
dition in formats that may combine digital and material elements (see, for instance, the
use of creative surrogates in Keller et al. 2019). With the demise of the printed score
as the ideal representation of the musical piece and the demise of the piece as the most
relevant representation of the musical experience, the replicability of a creative process
increasingly depends on intangible assets (see [Bressan 2020] for the first steps toward a
ubimus-oriented musicology). So model-oriented archaeological excavations may be an
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alternative when the musical experience is based on volatile resources that have not been
rendered as tangible assets. Model-oriented software archaeology encompasses digital
and material resources to enable the rendition of sonic outcomes that are compatible with
the creative target of a past experience. But what happens when the goal of the excavation
cannot be identified as a creative resource or as an algorithmic model? This section deals
with this question.

Ecologically grounded creative practice has been applied in artistic practice,
in educational settings and in software design [Keller 2000, Keller and Lazzarini 2017,
Lazzarini et al. 2020]. The influence of ecological thinking in creative practice has
yielded the concept of ubimus ecosystems. Ubimus ecosystems encompass infrastruc-
ture, creative resources, stakeholders and the dynamic relationships emerging from their
interactions, also known as relational properties (see previous section). Ubimus ecosys-
tems may be based on distributed infrastructure – such as the internet of musical things
– or they may use intangible assets as key tokens for exchanges among the stakeholders
[Ferraz and Keller 2014]. The latter types of organizations are harder to recover and may
demand working on inferences from traceable by-products. A characteristic of creative
ecosystems that sets them apart from creative resources and models is their unbounded be-
havioral domain. Resources and models can be identified by their material qualities or by
the profile of their sonic outcomes. Complex creative ecosystems may yield behaviours
that are not prebuilt or projected. Therefore, an analysis of their output is not enough to
identify their potential. Some knowledge of their inner workings is also necessary. An
illustrative example is furnished by the music programming systems [Lazzarini 2017].

Music programming systems provide domain-specific languages dedicated to
sound synthesis, processing, and the manipulation of events (at various levels from the
micro to the macro). They tend to support music making in a variety of ways, with a level
of transparency beyond other types of music software. Consequently, music program-
ming languages have been adopted for artistic practices that encompass multiple aesthetic
trends and have been employed both for simple utilitarian tasks and for non-trivial cre-
ative goals. Given the open nature of their outcomes, their strong bonds to a community
of developers and users, and the demand for permanent adjustments to keep up with new
hardware and operating systems, music-programming languages are better described as
ecosystems, as opposed to fixed or bounded tools.

The three cases reported in the next section illustrate the shortcomings and ad-
vantages of targeting creative ecosystems as the objects of software-archaeological dig-
gings. The three chosen specimens constitute historically relevant bodies of work that
feature multiple contributions from continuous community efforts. Thus, they function as
a repository of knowledge that is more than the sum of the isolated individual contribu-
tions. How relevant or effective is the knowledge embedded in these ecosystems given the
current creative demands? Only by restoring and deploying these archaeological speci-
mens we may eventually be able to answer this question.

5. Case Studies

As we enter the seventh decade of computer music, it is worth considering, from a soft-
ware archaeology perspective, the study and preservation of systems that were funda-
mental for its development. Rescuing documentation, design notes, learning materials,
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and music made with such software is an important part of it, but a key part of the pro-
cess is to be able to recover the software itself. This would allow a study of its design,
from both a computer science and a musical point of view, which may inform our un-
derstanding of music software design in general. Besides the question of actually finding
the software in some machine readable format, there is the difficulty that some code may
be hardware-specific, either written directly as machine code, or in some form of assem-
bly. Understanding the software then may be tied to the knowledge of the architecture
of the platform in question. The existence of simulators [Burnet and Supnik 1996], such
as the one provided by the SIMH project [Supnik 2021] may be helpful in this process.
If, however, the system has been written completely or partially in a recognisable high-
level language, the process is reasonably more straightforward, depending solely on the
availability of enough source code to allow for some reconstruction.

To illustrate in particular some of the practical points of music software archaeol-
ogy, we would like to investigate a few cases. Sound synthesis and processing of digital
audio signals with a computer was first achieved in 1957 by Max Mathews MUSIC I
program running on the IBM704 [Lazzarini 2013], although earlier ad hoc attempts at
connecting computer hardware directly to loudspeakers had been made elsewhere. At
the time, Bell Labs, where this took place was the only place in the world where a
digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) of the type suitable for musical signals was available
[David et al. 1959]. Without such hardware, computer music using digital signals was not
a practical possibility. The MUSIC I software did not support any form of programming
besides taking parameters such as amplitude, frequency, and duration, and produced only
single-voice sine waveforms. Following on from this, we have MUSIC II (1958), which
added the possibility of other waveforms and more than one sound at a time. The break-
through took place with MUSIC III (1961) [Mathews 1961, Mathews 1963], which could
be considered the first dedicated music programming system. It comprised of a collection
of BEFAC assembler macros for the IBM 7094 computer defining a few structural ele-
ments, such as the idea of an instrument, which was a container for unit generators. There
were only a handful of these, and the table lookup oscillator was the central element in
the system. Such a modular approach was very influential as it preceded the existence of
the voltage controlled modular synthesiser by a number of years, providing a model for
it. MUSIC III also introduced the principle of the acoustic compiler, that is, a translation
program designed specifically to create sound-generating programs. These could then be
fed parameter lists to produce anything from individual tones to complete compositions.

MUSIC III was superseded by MUSIC IV (1963) [Mathews and Miller 1964], a
much more complete system, also written in BEFAC, but now sporting its own language.
MUSIC IV included a series of preprocessing routines which facilitated the preparation
of parameter lists, or scores. A sound processing program was compiled from MUSIC
IV code, the orchestra, which consisted of one or more instrument definitions. As with
MUSIC III, the score would instantiate these to produce the audio output samples in a
digital tape, which could then be run through the DAC to produce sound. While it is not
possible to recover the original code for MUSIC IV, it is possible to understand fairly well
how it operated from the reference manual. Since MUSIC IV provided the model for later
systems which exist in source code form, we can also surmise much of it by looking at
the common elements that were passed on to this next generation of software.
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We can now explore three case studies based on software whose source code is
available. These systems are either first- (MUSIC V), or second-generation (CMUSIC,
Csound) derivations of MUSIC IV. In this study, we are particularly interested in examin-
ing the state of the existing code, whether it runs or not, any existing documentation, and
possible modifications made to it. We are not looking to make a comparative study of the
software beyond the most salient aspects of their operation.

5.1. MUSIC V

MUSIC V was first developed by Mathews and his team at Bell Labs in the late 1960s
as an updated version of MUSIC IV written mostly in Fortran, although it allowed the
addition some machine-dependent components to be called from the main program. The
version that has been rescued was typed in from a 1975 print out of the source code and
adapted to work with the gfortran compiler by Bill Schottstaedt in 2008. This was fully
adapted to yield a working program that can be used in a modern operating system. Ad-
ditions to this restoration were made by Victor Lazzarini in 2009. MUSIC V consists (as
MUSIC IV did) of separate passes, which may be seen as individual processing programs.
These have been kept as three separate Fortran programs, which are used in sequence to
produce the sound output:

1. pass1 takes a score file named ‘score’ and produces ‘pass1.data’
2. pass2 takes a ‘pass1.data’ file and produces ‘pass2.data’
3. pass3 takes a ‘pass2.data’ file and produces ‘snd.raw’

Since none of the programs take any arguments, it is often better to have a shell
script call them to

#!/bin/sh
rm snd.raw
cp -f $1 score
./pass1
./pass2
./pass3
mv snd.raw $2

The output is a raw, system-endian, 4-byte floating-point number at 44.1KHz (the sam-
pling rate can be adjusted in the Fortran code).

The rescued program from 2008 did not originally contain all of the unit gener-
ators reported to exist in the first version at Bell Labs (and also none of the additions
that appeared in various other installations). In particular, it lacked the IOS unit genera-
tor, which appears in some of Jean-Claude Risset’s Catalogue of Computer Synthesized
Sounds [Risset 1969a], most famously in his example 513, the Risset-Shepard tone in-
strument, based on circular pitch scales [Risset 1969b, Shepard 1964]. An assumption
was made that this is a linear interpolation oscillator, and so it was added to the source
code. The code also did not include four table generation routines (GEN 4 - 8), which
were used in Risset’s catalogue. These were added to the present 2009 version. The FLT
unit generator is also not present in the code, but since we have no description of it, we
can only guess it is a filter, presumably a two-pole resonator. This unit generator has not
been restored yet.
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Since MUSIC V was for many years used at IRCAM, it is a possibility that its
site installation may have been preserved there, but we have no confirmation of this.
Furthermore, it has been said that Jean-Claude Risset used the program until recently, and
so his private version might also exist in some form. In any case, as far as the authors
are aware of, the Schottstaedt restoration with the additions described above is the only
publicly available source for MUSIC V. The code and documents is available at https:
//github.com/vlazzarini/MUSICV

5.2. CMUSIC

CMUSIC [Moore 1990], or perhaps more properly, CARL [Loy 2002], is a large com-
puter music system comprising of several programs designed to work cooperatively within
a UNIX shell environment, developed by Richard Moore, Gareth Loy, and others at the
University of California, San Diego. For this, it takes advantage of the typical means of
input/output (IO) proposed by that operating system, using redirection of the standard IO
and piping to connect programs together. The source code is written mostly in Kernigham
and Ritchie (K&R) C, which poses some challenges for any attempt to recover it within a
modern system based on the ANSI C standard. Nevertheless, it has been mostly recovered
in 2009 from an available archive of the CARL-0.02 linux distribution containing all of its
source code. As part of this process, it was pruned of few elements that were “outdated,
irrelevant, or could not be built” [Lazzarini 2021]. For this restoration, the build system
was simplified to a few static Makefiles, which work correctly in modern UNIX-like sys-
tems. Part of the code is written in Fortran, but, similarly to MUSIC V, has been made
to compile under gfortran. One of the components of the system is a realtime playback
program called todac, which was based on machine-dependent code. In the restoration
of the system, a cross-platform program was written to replace it.

The CMUSIC program is derived from MUSIC V, but it is much expanded and, in
particular, it uses the facilities given by the C preprocessor to allow scores to use macros
to simplify the code. It consists of a single pass program, which produces audio output
as ASCII samples to the standard output. This is, as noted above, in line with the UNIX
way of doing things. In order to produce a soundfile or to listen to the result directly, the
output needs to be piped into a translation or playback program. The tosf program, for
example, produces IRCAM-format soundfiles,

cmusic toot.sc | tosf -if -of -R44100 -c2 toot.irc

At the time of writing, some of the unit generators are producing segmentation
faults due to fencepost errors. It is supposed that these may be due to incompatibilities
between the original K&R C code and modern compilers, as noted by the many warnings
and errors that needed to be silenced/corrected in order to build the software. It is an area
for further work. Code and documentation are available at https://github.com/
vlazzarini/cmusic

5.3. MIT-EMS Csound

Of the three case studies, Csound is the only one that continues to exist in an updated
codebase [Lazzarini et al. 2016], which is now completely different to its original sources.
Therefore the question is not one of rescuing the software to run existing compositions,
as these can be run in the modern version of the software, but more related to use the
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source code as a way of studying the internal structure of the original system. As with
CMUSIC, the original Csound from the MIT Electronic Music Studios is written in K&R
C, although the system is more monolithic and does not rely on the UNIX operating sys-
tem particularities to work. This might be a reason why it was ported almost universally
from the mid 1990s onwards, when the codebase was fully modified to comply with the
ANSI-C standard by John ffitch.

Due to its K&R C codebase, it does not appear to be possible to build the MIT-
EMS Csound without modifications in a modern system (e.g. with clang). Unlike CMU-
SIC, which was maintained possibly until the late 1990s, the codebase for the original
Csound was superseded around 1993 by its ANSI-C version as noted above, thus it is
over thirty years old by now (fully introduced in 1986 and publicly released in July 1987).
However, it is possible to build and run the software on a VAX platform with BSD 4.3
UNIX under emulation using SIMH. Due to its licensing, it is currently not possible to
make the source code available on a repository such as the ones hosted by github. How-
ever, disk images and instructions for the SIMH VAX emulator can be obtained from the
authors.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we examined the ideas around what we have termed ubimus archaelogy,
which comprises three inter-related areas: music software archaelogy, archaelogy of cre-
ative models, and archaelogy of creative ecosystems. We have given a wide overview
of these areas, highlighting the relevant elements within the scope of ubimus. Complet-
ing the paper, we provided three practical case studies of music software archaelogy,
demonstrating some of the ideas put forward earlier. It is hoped that this first attempt at
characterising an archaeological approach to ubimus may inspire some further work in
the area.
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